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Commodity products exist when numerous manufacturers make a product that could meet the 

same application criteria, or when a market for a specific product is large enough to support 

several suppliers.  Although this results in price-leveling which is an advantage, unfortunately 

commodity products are also viewed as having no real features or benefits.  When this occurs 

it is very hard for customers to perceive any value-added features or benefits in the ‘commodity 

product’.  

Cord connectors tend to be viewed as a commodity because most industrial applications don’t 

call for specific connector features and/or benefits.  Customers take this to mean that all cord 

grips are basically made the same way or can be used in all types of  applications.  But the 

truth is quite different.  Cord connectors can, and are, manufactured in a variety of ways due to 

different materials of construction, options and different customer requirements.   

Cord grips are a hardware component that must meet or exceed customer requirements.  But 

the needs will differ based on whether the customer is a MRO or an OEM.  A MRO customer 

is primarily concerned with meeting minimum function requirements.  While this is also true of 

the OEM, they have other needs that are equally, or perhaps more important.  Cosmetic issues, 

product options, customization and volume are all critical factors to the OEM and should be 

discussed when deciding which cord connector best suits their needs.

Customers can get what they need for a specific application.  For instance, there are six different 

materials used in manufacturing cord grips, each suited to different operating environments 

including:

• Diecast Zinc:  primarily used in residential or commercial applications;

• Aluminum:  the most common material used in a wide variety of industrial applications;

• Nylon:  used most often in marine and high-moisture environments;

• Steel:  offers enhanced resistance to rust and better physical appearance;

• Valox:  provides superior corrosion-resistance for washdown applications;

• Stainless steel:  offers exceptional strength and the highest levels of durability for severely 

corrosive applications.  
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Another cord connector option is wire mesh attachments that provide extra protection from cable 

pull-out.  Connectors with wire mesh are typically used in industrial applications where vibration 

or flexing is a concern.  Threading options such as NPT, PG or ISO/Metric are also important so 

that customers can match the threading on the machine or equipment being connected in their 

facility.  And of course there are some customers who will be better served by customized cord 

connectors.  In these cases the customer might be interested in design options such as multiple 

hole bushings, locknuts, O rings, and various grommet materials.  However do keep in mind that 

not all cord connector manufacturers offer customization.

Cord grips aren’t commodity products.  Customers have numerous product options that will allow 

them to specify the connector that best suits their specific application and to choose a supplier 

that best meets their needs.  After all, one size does not fit all.  


